
TECHNOLOGY IN MOTION

EMOTIONCUBE® 

WALK-IN
FIRST WINE CABINET.THE



+ Automatic door with pushbutton opening from the outside
+ Sensor for automatic opening from the inside
+ Ceiling lighting: 4 spots
+ Insulated glazing, two-piece, transparent
+ Steel shelving, black powder-coated
+ Tiled floor (choice of 3 types)
+ All ready to connect

PREMIUM

+ Automatic door with pushbutton opening from the outside
+ Sensor for automatic opening from the inside
+ Electronic access control system with remote
+ Ceiling lighting: 4 spots
+ LED lighting, colored, stepless dimming with remote
+ Insulated glazing, continuous, tinted
+ Steel shelving, black powder-coated
+ Tiled floor (choice of 3 types)
+ 3 wooden bottle racks for horizontal storage
+ All ready to connect

PREMIUM PLUS 

EMOTIONCUBE® 
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www.metek.com/landing/en/emotioncube.php



All over the world, people appreciate and enjoy fine wine.  
In the high-end restaurant and hospitality business with its  
discerning clientele, and increasingly on the part of private  
wine lovers, too, it is therefore only natural that more and  
more importance is being attached to presenting exquisite  
wines in an elegant setting that also guarantees optimum  
storage. This is where METEK comes in.  
A specialist in perfect workmanship in glass and metal,  
METEK develops elegant climate-controlled cabinets that  
are state-of-the-art technology and design. 

With the EmotionCube®Wine, METEK now offers its first  
walk-in climate-controlled wine cabinet. Special glass  
is used to protect the sensitive wines from the effects  
of UV light. It is fully air-conditioned 
and operates with continuous 
humidity control. This ensures ideal 
storage conditions for noble wines.

The programmable LED lighting 
and unobtrusive shelving give the 
impression of wine bottles floating 
unsupported. With its unique  
design and lighting effects, the  
elegant EmotionCube®Wine  
offers visible added value for  
wine lovers and the restaurant  
and hospitality trade.
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With a wide range of options, we offer customers scope  
for inspiration and individual solutions.

Customization options (included with Premium Plus)
1  LED lighting, white 
2  LED lighting, colored, stepless dimming with remote control 
3  1 wooden bottle rack (oak) for horizontal storage 
4  Insulated glazing, continuous 
5  Insulated glazing, continuous, tinted 
6  Choice of color for floor tiles (light gray, gray, dark gray) 
7  Corners in color of choice (free choice of RAL color) 
8  Corners in wood (oak) 
9  Electronic access control system with remote control (3 remote control units) 
9  Additional remote control units 
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The German Design Award is one of the most prestigious design awards 
and enjoys a high standing worldwide. The EmotionCube®Wine won  
Gold in the category “Excellent Product Design – Retail”.

The jury’s verdict: The EmotionCube®Wine is a wine cabinet with  
futuristic looks and, thanks to the use of liquid crystal glazing (PDLC),  
a fascinating eye-catcher in any interior.

TECHNICAL DATA

 Inside thermometer 
 Fault – optical/acoustic signal 
 Normal operation 

 Width 1,900 mm 
 Depth 1,900 mm 
 Height 2,640 mm 
 Min. ceiling height 2,800 mm

STATUS INDICATORS DIMENSIONS
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 Inside temperature adjustable from + 4 °C to + 18 °C 
 Capacity approx. 750 bottles 
 Total weight of cabinet approx. 2000 kg 
 Power rating 1.8 kW 
 Voltage 230 V 
 Frequency 50 Hz 
 Noise emission 52 dB (at 1 meter distance) 
 Heat emission 2.7 kW 
 Ambient temperature from + 2 °C to + 34 °C
 Max. ambient humidity 60 %
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metek.com/emotioncube

METEK ITALY
METEK Ltd.
Via Pillhof 77
I-39057 Frangarto (BZ)
T +39 0471 086 850
M info@metek.com

METEK AUSTRIA
METEK Ltd.
Thal-Wilfern 39
A-9911 Assling, Osttirol
T +43 4855 204 20
M office@metek.com

METEK SWISS
Martin Bächtold
Bruder Klausen Weg 5
CH 6072 Sachseln OW
T +41 79 340 61 67
M schweiz@metek.com

ELEGANT … 
GLAZING        AUTOMATIC BUILDING OPENINGS        CLIMATE-CONTROLLED ROOMS


